Abstract
Introduction
Distributed systems are complex. A non-distributed system resides on one physical computer, whereas, a distributed system has communicating components that are located on multiple computers. Some components may reside on computers in the same room, in an adjacent office, in another city across the country, or on the other side of the world. As a result, testing and verification of these systems is complex. A number of authors [6, 11, 211 have described the issues involved in testing distributed systems. These include testing for acceptable performance (latency), fault tolerance (partial failure), concurrency, operating environment issues, and security.
Latency of responses between server and distributed components is an issue. In the case of partial failure, components need to decide how long to wait to be serviced before 'giving up' and proceeding, or throwing an exception.
Servers often respond to multiple clients through the use of concurrent programming techniques (for example, using multiple threads). Hence, liveness and safety properties of these concurrent systems need to be addressed.
Due to the heterogeneous nature of distributed systems platforms and architectures, it is not guaranteed that the same behaviour will be observed consistently across the application. Errors can occur when objects are serialised in one environment and reconstructed in another, incompatible environment.
Security is another issue that may need to be addressed since messages may be sent across public networks.
There is a lot of literature on testing traditional systems.
There are a number of proposals for concurrent and distributed systems, but it is not clear how they scale up or how widely applicable they are. There are very few case studies on this topic, and typically, they are not detailed enough to be of practical use.
The purpose of this paper is to describe a practical case study on the testing of one distributed system. The system is a middleware system consisting of client and server components that enable an application to run as a multi-tier system. The middleware can also be used for integrating and interchanging existing graphical user interfaces and backend data sources.
Testing is carried out across the full test lifecycle including unit, integration, and system testing. Traditional techniques are applied where possible, augmented with specific techniques for testing the concurrency properties of distributed systems. Effectiveness of the techniques is evaluated with respect to faults found, improvements to design, and test coverage. This paper focuses on testing the correct functionality of the middleware system and the correct implementation of concurrency. It addresses latency and partial failure only in that requests and responses should be almost instantaneous, since testing is performed over a LAN. We do not address the issues of network failures, fault tolerance or security in this paper.
The findings support that traditional techniques are still valuable and can be easily applied to testing some parts of the distributed system. In our case, we also find that test harnesses need to be extended to include support for concurrency testing. Even though the system under test has been in use for some time, faults were found and redesign of some classes was necessary to test the system effectively. The redesign promoted separation of concerns and, hence, an improved architectural design.
The paper presents related work in the area of distributed systems testing. It includes a description of the system under test, the approach taken to testing, a discussion of the findings, and conclusions reached.
Related Work
This paper examines a method for testing middleware code. Although the methods can be applied to testing the applications that are built with these products, it is not limited to a specific application framework. In addition to unit testing, integration testing, and system testing, a technique for testing concurrency is applied.
The literature on tools and techniques for unit testing is extensive. In particular, the literature on object-oriented testing pays considerable attention to class testing [2] . In this paper, we use the Roast tool [8, 14, 131 for class testing. One advantage of the tool is that it minimises low-level repetitive programming and allows the tester to focus on actual test cases. In addition to checking actual versus expected values, Roast also checks actual and expected exceptions thrown. Gamma and Beck's JUnit framework [ 1, 101 also supports the testing of Java classes.
Several strategies for the testing of concurrent programs have been proposed in the literature. Static analysis techniques use a model of the program to be analysed, whereas dynamic analysis techniques gather information about the program through actual execution.
Static analysis techniques are not concerned with sequential sections of code that are clearly unrelated to concurrency. Many static analysis approaches [15, 17, 19, 20 , 161 involve dividing programs into maximal regions of sequential processing bounded by synchronisation events (entry and exit points such as Ada's accept and put statements). The representation of a region of code with entry and exit points is often termed a task interaction graph (TIG) [17]. The resulting graphs can then be analysed to generate suitable test cases of synchronisation events. The graphs and interactions can be extremely complex and unmanageable, thus resulting in the state space explosion problem. This problem is further compounded by a lack of tool support.
Our approach to testing the concurrent aspects of the middleware involves deterministically executing test sequences [4, 51. Brinch Hansen [3] describes a method for deterministic testing of monitors. By using a clock to synchronise concurrent events, Brinch Hansen's method deterministically executes a concurrent program. The method has the advantage that it is a language-based approach, that is, the monitor code under test does not need to be modified to provide deterministic execution.
Language-based approaches to concurrency testing are independent of implementation of the language. On the other hand, implementation-based approaches involve modification to some or all components of a language, for example, the compiler or run-time system [7] . Dowling [9] presents a practical approach to testing distributed Ada programs. Stubs are created for the server process (when testing the client) and the client process (when testing the server). Dowling's testing method consists of the following steps:
Test the internal logic of a unit on the host, using dummy units to sendlreceive messages to/from the unit of interest.
Test the unit when it interacts with the real versions of other units, still on the host with units executing with pseudo parallelism.
Test the units when they are distributed (between the host and target(s) or between targets), i.e. executing with true parallelism.
Very few papers on distributed systems testing deal with the issue of concurrency. They assume that the middleware handles all concurrency issues. In addition, those papers that deal with testing distributed systems assume that the middleware and communications subsystems are present and function correctly [22, 181. This may be adequate for testing applications that use middleware systems, but not for testing the middleware systems and application servers themselves.
System Description
The Blastserver middleware is a product that allows multiple Java clients to request information from an interchangeable back-end data source. When a client requests a service, the server creates a new handler object that requests data from the data source and returns it to the client. BlastServer is the middle layer in an application that allows data sources to be interchanged without requiring major application architectural changes.
The Blastserver middleware consists of two components: the client component and the server component.
BlastServer allows client application programs (via the client component) to request and communicate with programs executed on a remote server (via the server component). A typical application would be to have a Java client send a request to a remote server to execute a program that retrieves data from a relational database and send the result back to the client.
Features
The middleware has the following features: three-tier architecture, multiple client support, multiple connections per client, rendezvous (request-reply) message passing protocol, supports any client software, and supports any server data source.
0 Three-tier architecture: Blastserver is a middle tier in a multi-tier application environment. Traditional twotier clientlserver applications have limitations over a wide area network due to the close coupling of user interface and display logic with business logic and data access. Middleware systems decouple the interface, business logic, and data access, thus allowing the server to locally execute queries and retrieve data upon request, sending the result back to the client rather than executing complex queries across expansive networks.
0 Multiple client support: Blastserver allows multiple client applications to request services from a single server. The middleware system must respond in a fair manner to client requests. This is achieved at a basic level by Java multi-threading in the server, but is enhanced by a server configuration parameter that provides a controllable service fairness for the application.
0 Multiple connections per client: since each connection to the server is via a client object, many client objects can exist within one client application. Although it would be prudent to restrict client connections to the server to a minimum, there may be times when it is necessary to have multiple connections.
0 Rendezvous message passing protocol: the middleware software uses the rendezvous message passing protocol ( Figure 1 ). Rendezvous, sometimes called request-reply, is a message passing protocol used to support client-server interaction. Client processes send request messages to the server process requesting the server to perform some service. These request messages are placed in a first-in first-out queue. The server accepts requests from the queue and on completion of the requested service sends a reply message to the client that made the request. The client blocks until it receives the reply message. Rendezvous involves 0 0
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many-to-one communication in that many clients may request a service from a single server.
Internally, the server spawns a request handler to handle each request. The reply to a request is a one-to-one communication from the server process request handler thread to the client that requested the service.
Supports any client software: since the client classes are written in Java, it is a current requirement that any front-end language has an interface with Java. However, it is possible that the client component could be implemented in any other language, as long as the language supports socket communication and the BlastServer message passing protocol is implemented correctly. This allows for pluggable client components for various client application languages.
Supports any server data source: the middleware software can communicate with any server-side language and data source as long as those languages and/or data sources can send and receive data on the standard input and output streams.
System Design
Blastserver consists of client and server components. Application-specific developed code and third-party products are shown shaded. The client component can be used by a graphical user interface or by servlet code. The decoder is custom-written code that interprets Blastserver commands into data source commands. This code need only be developed once for each type of data source. During testing we use a simple stub written in C to represent the decoder and data source. The 'business' component represents business logic application code that interacts with the RDBMS. Although the business logic can reside in virtually any layer, this example illustrates an application that can be highly distributed due to the decoupling of the business logic from the user interface.
The Client Component
The client component consists of three classes (Figure 3) . The Client class is the client applications' interface to send a request and receive a reply from the server. The ArgList class is used to package arguments for subsequent transmission to the server process by Client. The Resultset class holds an ordered set of rows which is populated by Client with data returned from the server. 
The Server Component
The server component consists of five classes ( Figure 4 ). The Blastserver class controls access to client connections. The Blas tServer class listens for client requests, appends them to the connection queue, and spawns new Blas tHandler objects as required by client connection requests and server configuration parameters. Once a client connection is made, the Blas tHandler class handles the one-to-one communication with the client application. Each client connection is served by a BlastHandler object. The Blastprocess class provides communication with the business logic and data source via the command decoder. The Blas tClient class provides the communication conduit between the server and client application. The Blas tLogger class logs server messages.
Testing
The testing of the middleware consisted of class (unit) testing, concurrency testing, integration testing, and system testing. The software can be conveniently divided between client and server side components. Test plans were used to document the test case selection and test implementation strategy. Testing was carried out in a bottom-up manner, initially testing low-level classes with either no dependent classes or dependencies on the Java SDK only.
Unit Testing Traditional unit testing tools and techniques
For unit testing, we were able to apply traditional tools and techniques. In particular, we used the Roast testing tool [8, 14, 131 to perform the unit tests for the Resultset, ArgList, and BlastLogger classes. special values and test cases that will be exercised by the test driver. In this case, tests will be run for a Resul tSet with 0 rows, with 1 row, and with more than 1 row (specifically, we use a value of 2 ) . Test cases include moving forward and backward through the Resultset. Finally, the test implementation strategy describes the procedure to execute the test cases.
Other classes tested this way were ArgList and Blas tlogger.
Testing Concurrency
The methods of the Blastserver class were unit tested. However, multiple threads can access the Blast Server object, hence, concurrency testing was required. This was done to ensure that the object was thread-safe. Our approach to concurrency testing involves an implementation Three test sequences consisting of eight test cases were chosen to exercise the monitor. The test cases cause each ..
--branch of the monitor to be executed. The monitor buffer is an unbounded buffer, so only a consumer process can be of monitor calls that test the correct operation of the buffer.
1. For each monitor operation, the programmer identifies a set Of preconditions that each branch Of made to wait for a producer. Figure 6 shows the sequences the operation to be executed at least once.
2. The programmer constructs a sequence of monitor calls that will try each operation under each of its preconditions.
3.
The programmer constructs a set of test processes that will interact exactly as defined above. These processes are scheduled by means of a clock monitor used for testing only.
compared with the predicted output.
Finally, the test program is executed and its output is
We use an approach that closely resembles the enhancement of the original method by Harvey and Strooper [12] for testing Java monitors. The test program instantiates a Blast Server object (the monitor) for testing. Essentially, the monitor is a class consisting of two synchronised methods, enqueue and getsocket. A Monitorclock and MonitorTimer object are instantiated as part of the concurrerncy testing framework. The test program sets the execution order of the producer and consumer processes. The producer creates socket connections that are enqueued in a buffer residing within the monitor.
A simple test stub program, consisting of a server socket, continually listens for producer connections on localhost. This is required to allow the producer sockets to be created prior to placing them in the buffer. The consumer calls getsocket to retrieve a socket from the buffer contained within the monitor. The monitor clock's await method is used to control the order of calls to the monitor. When await ( t ) is called, the object calling await is suspended until the clock reaches time t.
Producer and consumer threads are created to enqueue and retrieve sockets from the buffer. Time Ti is the time each monitor call is made. The (wait) identifier indicates that a consumer thread will be suspended until a producer thread enqueues a socket object to the buffer. The completion time indicates the completion time of the call for the thread. Any suspended threads will complete their monitor call at this time. Multiple completion times indicate a range of valid times. The timer detects if a thread suspends indefinitely, and if so, reports a liveness error. If threads wake up at a time different to their expected completion time, a potential safety error has been identified. In our case, the tests ran to completion, and no errors were reported.
Integration Testing
Having tested Resultset, ArgList, and BlastLogger in isolation, we moved on to testing the client side and server side separately. The testing on the client side focused on the Client class, because Resultset and ArgList were already tested in isolation. The testing on the server side focused on the classes that involve external communication channels, specifically, Blas tC1 ient and Blast Process.
Testing the client-side
The method of interest in the Client class is the run method. It requests execution of a procedure on a remote machine and returns a 
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Figure 6. Extract from Blastserver concurrency test plan
Client class includes use of the Resultset and ArgList classes. Two methods for testing the client side were examined. The first method avoids the use of test stubs, but requires modification to the original code. The second method requires no code modification.
Method 1: Override Socket Streams with String Streams
The Client class involves communication with the server. Initially, the Client class was tested by creating a ClientTest class that extended the Client class and used string streams to override socket streams. This approach simplified result checking since there were no communication channels to remote processes and hence no requirements to set up test stubs for those processes.
The disadvantage of this method is that the original class implementation needed to be modified so that the DataInputStream and DataOutputStream attributes were protected rather than private. The se tRe turnRow (and set End0 f Mes sage) method does not exist in the Client class, but only in the ClientTest subclass. This method is used to push messages onto a string stream. The messages are then read and unpacked into a Resultset object by the Client class. The string stream overrides the socket stream of the Client class to avoid setting up test stubs across communications channels.
Method 2: Communication with Server Stub
To avoid having to modify the implementation, the second approach to testing the client side involved creating a server stub that ran on the local machine. The client then connected to a socket on localhost and sent messages. The server stub listens on the specified port and returns a result which is read by the client and then unpacked.
This second approach more closely resembles the distributed behaviour of the system and is the approach described by Dowling [9] . This method is also used in the server side testing for testing objects that involve communication channels. Figure 7 illustrates the interaction between the Roast driver and the server stub. The Client object executes the run method which sends data to the socket. The data is read by the server stub via the Blastclient receive method and sent back to the Client by the send method.
Testing server communication to the client
The Blastclient class is part of the server side and provides a communication channel between the middleware and the client machine. The function of the Blastclient class is to send and receive messages between any two potentially distributed processes.
Essentially it consists of 2 methods, send and receive. A simple Serverstub class was created that acted as a server to create a communication channel (socket). Therefore, two Blastclient objects are in- Figure 7 . lnteration between test driver and server stub Client run stantiated. One is created in the client process and the other is created in the server process. The Blastclient object then sends and receives data via the client to the server stub object. The server stub merely echoes what was sent back to the client. This test was created using the Roast testing framework and a Serverstub class. This simple test ensures that the communication object sends, receives, and hangs up transmissions correctly.
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System Testing
All classes were tested by the methods above except for the BlastHandler class. BlastHandler is a protocol interpreter between the client and server, and it seemed reasonable to test BlastHandler as part of the system test.
System testing is conducted by creating a client program (ExampleApp. java) that uses the Client object and a stub for the decoder and data source. The Blastserver program is started in one Java Virtual Machine and the ExampleApp program in another. ExampleApp reads a set of messages from an input text file and sends each message to the server, which forwards the request to the decoder and data source stub. The data is returned from the stub, back through the server, and finally back to the client. The output from the ExampleApp program (i.e. the returned data) is redirected to an output text file. If there are no differences between the input text file and output text file, then the test is successful.
Additional tests were conducted that ran two ExampleApp programs simultaneously, each in a separate Java Virtual Machine. Tests were also conducted that instantiated two Client objects from one ExampleApp program to test multiple connections per client.
Discussion
This section presents the data collected during testing and also design changes that were made as a result of the testing. The total number of lines of code (i.e. around 1000) is quite small for a commercial system, but is non-trivial. The number of lines of Roast driver script was typically around the same size as, or less than, the number of lines of code for the respective class under test. However, the Roast tool generated more lines of code. The testing tool freed the developer from some repetitive coding tasks.
Metrics collected during testing
The JProbe Coverage tool was used to measure code coverage. The initial code coverage was reasonable, but was easily increased to close to 100%. It was originally lower because some simple cases were not tested (e.g. where there were multiple constructors). The additional coverage revealed one additional fault. The fault was found in one of the variations of the run method of the Client class.
Some code was not tested due to the difficulty with generating certain run-time exceptions. This was especially the case for those classes tested during integration and systemlevel testing. This confirms the fact that it is easiest to achieve high levels of test coverage during unit-level testing. 
Faults Found
Although Blastserver has been in use for some time, a number of faults were found. Both Blastclient and BlastProcess were incorrectly initialising the message that was being sent back to the client and data source respectively. This error was discovered only for test cases where no data was returned from the server. Resultset's builtin iterator was modified to produce the desired behaviour.
The design change to Resultset was significant. In practice, Result Set is typically used to iterate forwards across the data set. Testing a combination of directions highlighted some undefined behaviour and prompted a subsequent redesign of the Resultset class.
Final coverage testing resulted in uncovering a fault in the Client class. A number of run methods exist with different signatures. Since many of them simply call a common run method, not all were originally tested. One of the run methods was passing a null value into a field that was expecting a string value. This caused a NullpointerException to be thrown.
Testing as a catalyst for improved design
Testing software requires the developer to think about how the classes will be used. This can affect design and subsequent implementation of the class [ 1, lo].
A formal specification of the system was lacking. Performing rigorous testing forced the developer to consider the precise operation and requirements of components of the software. In some cases, a change was required not due to a fault found, but the behaviour was redefined due to a previously unforeseen operational requirement or desire to alter functionality.
A major design change was made to the Resultset class. Designing the test plan for the class forced clarification of the required behaviour of the class and its methods.
An iterator method was added, which returns an object that implements the java .util. Iterator interface. Also, the state of the Resultset after retrieving the first and last rows was clarified. For example, should a next operation place the cursor beyond the last item of the result set or should it remain on the last item? The answer to this question affects the result of a subsequent prev operation.
Originally, the Blas tC1 i en t and Blast Proces s classes did not exist. It was difficult to isolate the functionality of the Blas tHandler class during testing, so these classes were created to define a clear interface for communicating between a B l a s tHandler object and external sources. Creating these classes raised the level of confidence (through unit testing) of the messaging functions. As separate classes they could be thoroughly unit tested in isolation of other classes.
Two new methods were added to the Blastclient class to allow it to operate as a communication channel object between two communicating components, irrespective of whether they are client or server components.
The Client object was modified to provide a more robust communication mechanism by passing Java UTF strings, rather than depending on end of line characters for communication delimiters.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a case study on testing a distributed middleware system. This involved unit testing, integration testing, system testing, and concurrency testing. The Roast testing tool was used for developing test scripts, which made test case development faster due to the minimisation of repeated code that has nothing to do with test case definition itself. During testing, some faults were found. The unit tests were very effective in testing class functionality and forcing clarification of class behaviour. Testing encourages the developer to think about its intended use. This, in some cases, lead to class redesign.
A bottom-up approach to testing was followed, This meant that previously tested classes could be used by classes that were dependent on them. Stubs were created to represent external systems, components not yet tested, and components that may reside on different physical machines. Dowling's method [9] was useful for testing components that involved distributed communications.
A method of concurrency testing was implemented and proved to be satisfactory for ensuring that concurrency test sequences ran to completion and were thread-safe for our simple synchronised buffer monitor implementation.
We believe the same approach as the one used in this paper would scale up and be valuable for testing larger, more complex distributed systems. Although some specifics may vary, unit testing, integration testing, and system testing are still appropriate. Incrementally increasing the distributed nature of the system during testing to isolate issues of component distribution was useful for reducing complexity.
Future work will focus on testing the concurrency issues of Java monitors, and tools and techniques to support the specification of test cases and sequences. We intend to enhance the concurrency testing technique used in this case study, and develop a concurrency testing tool to assist with test driver generation and to support testing a wider range of concurrency properties.
